"Springtimmer"

Illustrated on Cover

DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65: 3 skeins White and 6 skeins each Beige, Yellow and Dk. Yellow. Sufficient for 4 place mats.

PLACE MAT (12" x 18")
LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161: 3 balls White and 6 balls each Beige, Yellow and Dk. Yellow, sufficient for 4 Place Mats; or No. 5 & 10 Steel Crochet Hooks.

Work tightly for best results.

CENTER: Starting at one end with 1 strand each Beige, Yellow and Dk. Yellow and No. 5 hook, make 14" chain.

Row 1: Sk 1 ch, sc in each ch for 11½", number of sc to divide evenly by 4 plus 1 sc. Make a note of number of sc. Cut and rip excess chain. Row 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in 1st sc, * sk 1 sc, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next sc, sc in next sc; repeat from * across, making final hdc in end sc. Row 4: Ch 2, turn, * (sc, ch 2, sc) in center of next shell, hdc in hdc between shells; repeat from * across, making final hdc in end ch-2. Repeat Row 4 for 11½". Next Row: Ch 2, turn, sk 1 hdc, (hdc in sc, hdc in next ch-2 sp, hdc in next sc, hdc in next hdc) repeated across. Fasten off.

FLOWER: With 2 strands White and No. 10 hook, ch 2. Rnd 1: 8 sc in 2d ch from hook, join with sl st in back lp of 1st sc. Rnd 2: Ch 3, 3 dc in same sc, remove hook, insert it back in top st of ch-3, catch lp and draw thru (popcorn st), * ch 4, 4 dc in back lp of next sc, remove hook, insert it back in 1st of 4 dc, catch lp and draw thru (pc st); repeat from * 6 times; ch 4, join to 1st pc st. Rnd 3: Ch 1, (5 sc in next ch-4 sp) 8 times, join to 1st sc. Rnd 4: Ch 6, * sk 1 sc, (tr, ch 5, tr) in next sc, ch 3, sk 1 sc, holding back the last lp of each dc on hook make dc in next sc, dc in 1st sc in next sp, Yo and draw thru all 3 lps on hook for a Cluster, ch 3; repeat from * around; end with ch 3, sk 1 sc, dc in next sc, join with sl st in 3d st of ch-6. Rnd 5: Ch 1, * 3 sc in next ch-3 sp, 2 sc in next ch-5 sp, 3 sc in 3d (center) st of same sp, 2 sc in bal. of same sp, 3 sc in next ch-3 sp; repeat from * around; join and fasten off. Make 3 flowers. Sew tog into a straight row by 2 points on each side. Sew to center of last row of CENTER by 2 points on each flower.

LEAF: With 2 strands White, (ch 4, 2-dc Cluster in 4th ch from hook) 5 times. Rnd 1: Ch 6, hdc between 1st 2 Clusters. * (ch 5, dc between next 2 Clusters) twice, ch 5, hdc between next 2 Clusters, ch 5, * sc in end st; working on other side of Clusters, ch 5, hdc between 1st 2 Clusters, repeat from * to *, join to 1st st of ch-6. Rnd 2: Ch 1, sc in same st, * (5 sc in next sp, sc in next st) 4 times, 5 sc in next sp, * (sc, ch 3, sc) in next sc, repeat from * to *, join to 1st st, ch 6, sk 1 ch, sc in next 5 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Leaf should reach from one end flower to corner of CENTER. If work is done more loosely and leaf is too long, omit one Cluster in center row and one sp on each side of Rnd 1. Make 2 leaves, sew ends of stems tog, then sew to one end flower between end points. Sew leaves tog by 1st 2 or 3 sps from stem ends. Sew other sides of leaves to flower points. Sew one leaf to edge of CENTER. Make 2 more leaves and sew to other end flower. Repeat flowers and leaves on other end of CENTER.

HEADING ROW: Attach 2 strands White to corner of CENTER, ch 3, sc in end p of 1st leaf, ch 18, sc in end p of next leaf, ch 8, sc in center sc of next sp on same leaf, (ch 5, sc in next sp) twice (only once if shorter leaf is made), (ch 18, sc in 1st point of next flower, ch 11, sc in next point) 3 times, ch 18, sc in 3d sp on next leaf, (ch 5, sc in next sp) twice (only once for shorter leaf), ch 8, sc in end p, ch 18, sc in end p of next leaf, ch 3, sc in corner of CENTER. Fasten off. Chains should make a taut row around flowers and leaves. Repeat on other end of mat. Attach one strand each Beige, Yellow and Dk. Yellow with No. 5 hook to center of 1st corner ch-8 sp and working across end of mat, make 4 sc in bal. of sp, 4 sc in next 1 or 2 ch-5 sps, (16 sc in next ch-18 sp, 10 sc in next ch-12 sp) 3 times, 18 sc in next ch-18 sp, 4 sc in next 1 or 2 ch-5 sps, 4 sc in half of next ch-3 corner. Number of sc in this row should be the same as in 1st row of CENTER. Repeat Rows 2 & 3 of CENTER, then repeat Row 4 twice. Fasten off. Repeat on other end of mat but do not cut. Work sc across ends of these 5 rows, * 3 sc in next ch-3 sp, * 18 sc in next ch-18 sp, 3 sc in next ch-3 sp, * work sc across CENTER, repeat from * to *, make sc across next 5 rows to corner. Fasten off. Repeat on other long side. Stretch and pin Mat right-side-down in true shape. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

"Daisy Chain"

Illustrated on Cover

PLACE MAT (12" x 18")
LILY FROST-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 49: 4 cones Turquoise and 1 cone White, for 4 Place Mats; or,

LILY SKY-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 123: 12 balls Turquoise and 2 balls of White for 4 place mats.

No. 10 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

CENTER: With Turquoise, make a 9" chain. Row 1: Sk 1 ch, (sc in next 2 ch, dc in next 2 ch) repeated for 7", ending with 2 dc. Row 2: Ch 1, turn, (sc in 2 dc, dc in next 2 ch) repeated across. Cut and rip excess chain. Repeat Row 2 for 13". EDGE: Ch 1, turn, 3 sc in 1st dc, sc in
next dc, (hdc in next 2 sc, sc in next 2 dc) repeated across, ending with 3 hdc in end sc, 3 sc across each double row on next long side, 3 sc in corner st, sc in each st across end, 3 sc in corner, 3 sc in each double row across next long side, join and fasten off.

**DAISY CHAIN:** With White, ch 7, tr in 7th ch from hook to form ring, ch 4, tr in ring, ch 4, sc in ring, (ch 4, tr in ring, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook for a Cluster, ch 4, sc in ring) 7 times, ch 4, sk 1ch-4, join to 1st tr with sl st. 2d **DAISY:** Ch 12, tr in tr in ring made, ch 4, tr in ring, ch 4, sc in ring, *(ch 4, tr in ring, ch 4, sc in ring)** twice, ch 4, tr in ring, sk 4 ch between daisies, sl st in next ch (next to previous daisy), cross over and working in other half of ring, ch 4, sc in ring, ch 4, 2-tr Cluster in ring, sl st in next petal of previous daisy, ch 4, sc in ring, make 3 petals as from * to *; ch 4, sk 1ch-4, join to 1st tr. Repeat 2d Daisy to measure length of one long side of Center (10 to 12 daisies). **CORNER DAISY:** Ch 10, tr in 5th ch from hook to form ring, ch 4, tr in ring, ch 4, sc in ring, make 3 petals, ch 4, tr in ring, sk 4 ch between daisies, sl st in next ch, cross over, ch 4, sc in other half of ring, ch 4, 2-tr Cluster in ring, sl st in next petal on previous daisy, ch 4, sc in ring, make 2 petals, ch 4, join to 1st tr.

Repeat 2d Daisy to measure length of end of Center (6 or 7 Daisies). Make a Corner Daisy. Repeat around, ending with Corner Daisy; with row unwisted, join it to 1st Daisy (1 petal free on Corner Daisies on inside of row, 3 free petals on outside). Pin Corner Daisies to Center corners, then pin each daisy to Center, evenly spaced. Working on back, sew daisies to Center with neat over-and-over stitches.

**BORDER:** Attach White to 1st free petal on one corner Daisy, ch 8, (tr, ch 7, tr) in next petal, * ch 5, dc in next petal, ch 8, sc in 1st free petal on next Daisy, ch 5, sc in next petal) repeated across, ch 8, dc in 1st free petal on Corner Daisy. ch 5, (tr, ch 7, tr) in next petal; repeat from * around; join to 3d st of 1st ch-8. Fasten off. **Rnd 2:** Attach Turquoise to center of a ch-7 corner sp, 5 sc in bal. of sp, *(ch 4, tr in next st, 5 sc in next sp, sc in dc, (8 sc in next sp, sc in next st, 5 sc in next sp, sc in next st) repeated across, 9 sc in corner sp; repeat from * around; 4 sc in corner sp, join to 1st sc. **Rnd 3:** Ch 4, turn, 2 dc in same sc, *(sc in next 2 dc, dc in next 2 sc) repeated across; arrange sts to have dc in 1st 2 sc on corner sp, sc in next 2 sc, 5 dc in next (corner) sc; repeat from * around; make 2 dc in same st with 1st 2 dc, join to ch-4. **Rnd 4:** Ch 4, turn, 2 dc in same st, sc in next 2 sts, (dc in next 2 sc, sc in next 2 dc) repeated around with 5 dc in center st at corners; end with 2 dc in same st with 1st 2 dc, join to ch-4. **Rnd 5:** Repeat **Rnd 4.** **Rnd 6:** Ch 1, turn, 3 sc in same st, sc in next 2 sts, (dc in next 2 sc, sc in next 2 dc) repeated around with 5 sc in center st at corners; end with 2 sc in same st with 1st 2 sc, join to 1st sc. **Rnd 7:** Repeat **Rnd 6.** Repeat **Rnd 4** once and **Rnd 6** twice. Fasten off.

Stretch and pin Mat right-side-down in true shape. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

---

**Leaf Fantasy**

Illustrated on Cover

**LILY FROST-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 49:** 3¼ cone White and a partial cone of Med. Green; or.

**LILY SKY-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 123:** 2 balls White and 1 ball Emerald Green.

No. 10 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

**CENTER:** Starting in center with White, ch 7, join with sl st to form ring. **Rnd 1:** Ch 1, 12 sc in ring. Do not join rnds but mark beg. of rnds. **Rnd 2:** Working all rnds in back lps only, 2 sc in 1st sc, 2 sc in next sc, (2 hdc in next sc) 10 times (24 sts). **Rnd 3:** (1 hdc in next st, 2 hdc in next st) repeated around (36 hdc). **Rnd 4:** (Hdc in next 2 hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc) repeated around (48 hdc). **Rnd 5:** (Hdc in next 2 hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc) repeated around (60 hdc). **Rnd 6:** Repeat **Rnd 3** (75 hdc). **Rnd 7:** (Hdc in next 4 hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc) repeated around (90 hdc). Make 4 more rnds, * 1 more hdc between incs in each rnd which adds 15 hdc in each rnd, putting incs between these in previous rnd. *(150 hdc in Rnd 11). **Rnd 12:** Work even with 1 hdc in each hdc. **Rnd 13:** (Hdc in next 9 hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc) repeated around (165 hdc). Make 2 more rnds repeating from * to * (195 hdc in Rnd 15). **Rnd 16:** Make 5 incs in rnd to have 200 hdc; sc in next 4 hdc, sl st in next 2 hdc, fasten off.

**1st LEAF RND:** With Green, ch 15, keeping lp on hook and holding chain out to left, make sl st in 1 st on Center, * ch 1, sc in 1st ch, ** hdc in next ch, dc in next ch, holding back the last lp of each dc on hook make dc in next 2 ch, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook在同一时间 for a Cluster-deco, tr in each hdc, dc in next hdc) repeated around (48 hdc). Make 2 more rnds repeating from * to * (195 hdc in Rnd 15). **Rnd 16:** Make 5 incs in rnd to have 200 hdc; sc in next 4 hdc, sl st in next 2 hdc, fasten off.

**2d LEAF RND:** (Ch 11, sk 1 ch, sc in next ch, repeat from * to **; sl st at base of opposite leaf, 5 sc in next 5-ch between leaves) repeated around; join and fasten off.

**3d LEAF RND:** Attach Green with sc in tip of 1 leaf, (ch 8, sc in next leaf) repeated around; join and fasten off.

**WHITE BAND:** Attach White to 1 sc, ch 2, (8 hdc in next sp, hdc in next sc) repeated around; join to ch-2. **Rnd 2:** Ch 2, hdc in back lp of each hdc around; join to ch-2. Repeat **Rnd 2** five times (7 rnds of hdc). Fasten off.

**NEXT LEAF BAND:** Repeat 1st & 2d Leaf Rnds. **Next Rnd:** Repeat 3d Leaf Rnd but with only 6-chs between sc.

**WHITE BAND:** Attach White to 1 sc, ch 2, (7 hdc in next sp, hdc in next sc) repeated around; join to ch-2. **Rnd 2:** Ch 2, hdc in back lp of each hdc; join to ch-2. Repeat **Rnd 2** five times. **Rnd 3:** (Ch 1, sl st in both lps of next hdc) repeated around; join and fasten off.

Stretch and pin dolly right-side-down in a true circle. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.
"Hostess Set"

DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, Art. 65, Size 30: 3 skeins each Blue and Turquoise for Apron; 1 skein of each for Place Mat; 1/3 skein each for 2 Pot Holders; and 2 skeins White for Apron, 4 Place Mats and 2 Pot Holders; or,

LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, Art. 161, size 30: 4 balls each Blue and Turquoise for apron, 2 balls of each for Place mat; 1 ball each for 2 pot holders; and 3 balls White for Apron, 4 Place mats and 2 pot holders.

No. 9 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

A - APRON: Using 1 strand each of Blue and Turquoise, make a 30" chain. ROW 1: Sc in 2d ch, (ch 4, sk 1 ch, sc in next ch) repeated thru 97 lps. Cut and rip excess chain. ROW 2: Ch 7, turn, holding back the last lp of each tr on hook, make 2 tr in 1st ch-4 lp, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook (2-tr Cluster made); (ch 3, a 2-tr Cluster in next lp) repeated across; ch 1, dtr in end sc. Mark right side of this row as right side of Apron. ROW 3: Ch 1, turn, sc in dtr, (ch 4, sc in next ch-3 sp) repeated across to end ch-7. Repeat Rows 2 & 3 twenty-five times. Fasten off.

BORDER: Rnd 1: With right-side-facing, attach to top left corner, ch 1, sc in same place, (6 sc in next sp, sc between sps) repeated to corner; 3 sc in corner, (3 sc in next sp, sc in sc) repeated across to corner; 3 sc in corner, (6 sc in next sp, sc between sps) repeated to top corner. Rnd 2: Ch 3, turn, * (dc in 5 sc, dc in next 2 sc made into a Cluster-deco) repeated to corner; * 5 dc in

Continued on Page 7
BUFFET SCARF (13" x 39")

DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65, size 20: 4 skeins White for 3-square 39” length as illustrated, or 1 1/4 skeins per square; or,

LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161, Size 20: 5 balls White for 3-square 39” length as illustrated, or 1 2/3 balls per square.

No. 12 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

SQUARE (13") : CENTER: Starting in center, ch 7, join with sl st to form ring. Rnd 1: Ch 3, 15 dc in ring, join with sl st to top of ch-3. Rnd 2: Ch 3, dc in same place with sl st, ch 1, holding back on hook the last lp of each dc, make 2 dc in same place, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook (Cluster made); * ch 1, sk 1 dc, a 2-dc Cluster in back lp of next dc, ch 1, sk 1 dc, in back lp of next dc make Cluster, ch 1, Cluster, ** ch 2, Cluster, ch 1, Cluster (corner shell made); repeat from * twice and from * to ** again; ch 1 and join with hdc in 1st dc, drawing hdc down so ch-1 and hdc equal ch-2 sp at other corners. End all rnds this way. Rnd 3: Ch 3, over bar of hdc make dc, ch 1, a 2-dc Cluster; * (ch 1, a 2-dc Cluster in ch-1 sp between next 2 Clusters) 4 times, ** ch 1, in next ch-2 corner sp make Cluster, ch 1, Cluster, ch 2, Cluster, ch 1, Cluster; repeat from * twice and from * to ** again; in bal. of next corner sp make (ch 1, Cluster) twice, ch 1, join with hdc in 1st dc. Rnd 4: Ch 3, over bar of hdc make dc, ch 1, Cluster; * (ch 1, Cluster between next 2 Clusters) repeated to ch-2 sp at next corner, in same sp make ch 1, Cluster, ch 2, Cluster, ch 1, Cluster; repeat from * around; end with (ch 1, Cluster) twice in bal. of 1st corner, ch 1, join with hdc.
in 1st dc (3 more Clusters on each side than pre. rnd).
Repeat Rnd 4 three times (thru Rnd 7). Rnd 8: Ch 3, dc over bar of hdc, * (ch 1, Cluster between next 2 Clusters) repeated to ch-2 sp at next corner, ch 2, Cluster in same sp; repeat from * around; end with ch 1, Cluster in bal. of 1st corner, ch 1, join with hdc in 1st dc (3 more Clusters on each side than pre. rnd).
Rnd 9: Repeat Rnd 4 (one more Cluster on each side than pre. rnd). Rnds 10 thru 12: Repeat Rnd 4 three times. Rnd 13: Repeat Rnd 8. Rnd 14: Repeat Rnd 9. Rnds 15 thru 17: Repeat Rnd 4 three times. Rnd 18: Ch 1, 2 so over bar of hdc; 2 sc in each ch-1 sp around with 3 sc in ch-2 sp at corners; end with 1 sc in 1st corner, join to 1st sc and fasten off.

CORNER TRIM: FLOWER: Starting in center, ch 8, join with sl st to form ring. Rnd 1: Ch 1, 14 sc in ring, join with sl st in 1st sc. Rnd 2: Ch 3, dc in same sc, (2 dc in next sc) 13 times, join to top of ch-3. Rnd 3: Ch 1, sc in same place, * sl st in next dc, ch 7, holding back on hook the last lp of each dtr, make dtr in same dc with sl st, 2 dtr in next dc, 1 dtr in next dc, Yo and draw thru all 5 lps on hook (4-dtr Cluster made); ch 5, sl st in Cluster for a p, ch 8, sl st down in same dc with last dtr, ** sl st in next dc; repeat from * 5 times and from * to ** again; join to 1st sc. Rnd 4: * Ch 8, tr in p at tip of next petal, in same place make (ch 3, tr) twice, ch 5, tr, (ch 3, tr) twice; ** ch 8, sl st down in sc between petals; repeat from * 5 times and from * to ** again; tr tr down in sc between petals, join to 1st tr.
Rnd 5: * 1 sc and 2 hdc in next sp, dc in next tr, 3 dc in next sp, dc in next tr, (4 dc, ch-4 p, 4 dc) in next ch-5 sp, dc in next tr, 3 dc in next sp, 2 hdc and 1 sc in next sp, sl st in next tr, sl st in 1st tr on next petal; repeat from * around; join and fasten off. Mark center sp on one side of CENTER. Sew Flower by 2 petals to 5th sp on each side of mark.

1st LEAF: Ch 6, join with sl st to form ring. Rnd 1: Ch 4, dc in ring, (ch 5, tr in ring) twice, ch 5, tr in ring, ch 3, tr in ring, ch 3, dc in ring, ch 4, sl st in ring. Rnd 2: Ch 1, sc in ring, 4 sc in next ch-4 sp, sc in next dc, (3 sc in next sp, sc in tr) twice, (3 sc, ch-4 p, 3 sc) in next ch-5 sp, sc in tr, (3 sc in next sp, sc in next st) twice, 4 sc in next sp, join to 1st sc, ch 12, sk 1 ch, sc in 11 ch for stem, sl st in same sc on leaf, fasten off. 2d LEAF: Repeat 1st LEAF but ch 25 for stem, sk 1 ch, sc in 24 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. 3d LEAF: Repeat 1st LEAF but ch 10 for stem, sk 1 ch, sc in 9 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off.

Working on back, sew stem of 1st LEAF to FLOWER in angle between one fastened petal and next free petal. Sew stem of 2d LEAF ¼" up on free petal. Sew 3d LEAF ¼" farther up on same petal. Make 3 more LEAVES and sew on opposite side of FLOWER. Sew leaves and stems tog and to FLOWER and CENTER where they touch, as in Chart. Repeat FLOWER and 6 LEAVES on each remaining side of CENTER.

BORDER: Attach to center (corner) petal on one FLOWER, ch 22, dtr in same place, * ch 19, sc in next petal, ch 16, tr midway on side of next leaf, ch 10, sc in p on same leaf, ch 11, dc midway on side of next leaf, ch 11, dtr in p on same leaf, tr tr in center sc on corner of CENTER, dtr in p on next leaf, ch 11, dc midway on side of same leaf, ch 11, sc in p on next leaf, ch 10, tr midway on side of same leaf, ch 16, sc in next FLOWER petal, ch 19, (dtr, ch 15, dtr) in next (corner) petal. Repeat from * around; join final ch-19 to 7th st of 1st ch-22. Rnd 2: Ch 1, sc in same place, sc in next 7 ch, 3 sc in next (center) ch, sc in next 7 ch, sc in dtr, sc in each ch and st around with 3 sc in 8th (center) ch at corners; join to 1st sc, sl st in next 8 sc, sl st in back lp of next (corner) sc. Rnd 3: Ch 3, (dc, ch 1, 2-dc Cluster) in same sc, * (ch 1, sk 1 sc, 2-dc Cluster in back lp of next sc) repeated to center sc at next corner. In same sc make ch 1, Cluster, ch 2, Cluster, ch 1, Cluster. Repeat from * around; end with (ch 1, Cluster) twice in 1st corner, ch 1, join with hdc in 1st dc. Following CENTER directions, repeat Rnds 4, 8 and 9 twice. Rnd 10: 2 sc over bar of hdc, * 2 sc in ch-1 sp between next 2 Clusters, 1 sc in next sp, 2 sc in next sp, (1 sc, ch-4 p, 1 sc) in next sp; repeat from * to next corner; in corner sp make 2 sc, p, 1 sc. Repeat from * around; end with 1 sc in 1st corner, (sl st, ch 4, sl st) in 1st sc, fasten off.

Make a 2d SQUARE, joining it by the 26 ps across one side to matching ps on 1st SQUARE. Starting at a corner to join ps, ch 2, sl st in matching p on 1st SQUARE, ch 2, sl st back in last sc on 2d SQUARE (joining-p made); continue with Rnd 10, joining each p in turn, across to next corner. Complete rnd and fasten off. Make and join SQUARES for desired length.

Stretch and pin Scarf right-side-down in true shape on a padded board. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.
Hostess Set

(Continued From Page 4)

center sc at corner, dc in each sc across bottom, 5 dc in corner sc; repeat from * to *

**Rad 3:** Ch 3, turn, dc in each dc around the 3 sides, with 5 dc in center dc at 2 lower corners. Repeat **Rad 3** twice. Fasten off.

**FLOWER ROW:** 1st FLOWER (15½"): Using 2 strands White, ch 2, 6 sc in 2 ch from hook, join with sl st in back lp of 1st sc. **Rad 2:** Ch 1, 2 sc in same st, (2 sc in back lp of next sc) 4 times, sc in back lps of next 2 sts, join to back lp of 1st sc (12 sc). **Rad 3:** * Ch 6, a 2-dc Cluster in same sc, working in back lps, 2 tr in next sc, ch 4, sl st in last dtr for a p, 2 dtr in same sc, a 2-dc Cluster in next sc, ch 6, sl st in same sc, sl st in next sc; repeat from * around (4 petals). Fasten off. **CENTER:** Ch 2, 6 sc in 3d ch from hook. Working in back lps, (2 sc in next sc) 6 times; sc in next 12 sc, cupping circle with right side inside. Sl st in next sc, fasten off. Sew on center of Flower.

2d FLOWER: Repeat to p on 4th petal. Instead of p, ch 2, sl st in a p on 1st Flower, ch 2, sl st back in last dtr on 2d Flower and complete Flower.

Make and join 36 Flowers into a straight row and pin evenly to edge of BORDER.—9 down each side and 15 across bottom, with 3 dc between Flowers at corners. Working on back, sew Flowers to Border with neat over-and-under sts.

**NEXT Rad:** With right-side-facing, attach 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise to top left corner, ch 7, sc in top petal of 1st Flower, ch 20, sc in next petal, (ch 20, sc in next Flower) 8 times, ch 18, dtr in joining of 2 Corner Flowers, ch 18, sc in next Flower, (ch 20, sc in next Flower) 17 times, ch 18, dtr in joining of 2 Corner Flowers, ch 18, sc in next Flower, (ch 20, sc in next Flower) 8 times, ch 20, sc in next petal, ch 7, join to corner of Border. Fasten off.

**NEXT Rad:** Attach to 12th st of last ch-20 corner sp, ch 1, 2 sc in same st, and working across top very tightly, * (draw up a lp in next 2 sts, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook) repeated across top of BORDER; * (sc in next sp, sc in next st, sc in next sp, sk next st) repeated across to next corner BORDER; repeat from * to * 8th st of corner ch-20, 3 sc in 9th st, sc in each ch and st around apron; end with 1 sc in 1st corner, join to 1st sc. Ch 1, sc in same sc, work sc across top of apron to center sc at next corner. **NEXT Rad:** Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in 1st st, dc in each st across top, 5 dc in corner st, dc in each st around apron making 5 incs around each bottom corner (to inc, make 2 dc in 1 st); end with 2 dc in 1st corner, join to ch-3.

**NEXT Rad:** Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in sl st, work dc around apron, without incs, to top corner, 5 dc in corner dc, work dc across a dc in last corner, join to ch-5. Repeat these last 2 rnds. Then ch 3, turn, dc in each st across top to next corner. Fasten off.

**BELT LOOPS:** Attach to 1st dc at other end of top, ch 1, sc in same dc, * ch 5, a 2-dc Cluster in 5th ch from hook, ch 6, a 2-tr Cluster in 6th ch from hook, ch 5, a 2-dc Cluster in 5th ch from hook, ch 3, sl st in Cluster for a p, ch 5, sl st between last 2 Clusters, ch 6, sl st between next 2 Clusters, ch 5, sl st at base of next Cluster, sc in same dc, sc in next 11 dc; repeat from * across (17 bars). Fold bars down over front of belt and sew tip of each to base of belt.

**EDGE:** Attach 2 strands White to top left corner and working around sides and bottom to other end of belt, make (sc in 6 dc, ch 4, sl st in last sc for a p) repeated. Fasten off.

Stretch and pin Apron right-side-down in true shape. Steam and press dry thru a cloth. Run center of ribbon under 17 bars on belt with ends for ties.

**B—PLACE MAT (12" x 18"):**

**CENTER:** Starting in center and using 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise, ch 76. **Rad 1:** 3 dc in 4th ch from hook, dc in next 71 ch, 7 dc in end ch; on other side of chain make dc in next 71 sts, 3 dc in same st with 1st 3 dc, join with sl st in top of ch-3. **Rad 2:** Ch 3, turn, dc in sl st, * (2 dc in next dc) 3 times, dc in next 71 ch, (2 dc in next dc) 3 times, * 3 dc in next (center) dc; repeat from * to *; dc in next st, join to ch-3. Mark right side of this rnd as right side of Mat. **Rad 3:** Ch 3, turn, dc in sl st, * (dc in next dc, 2 dc in next dc) 3 times (3 incs made around curve), dc in each dc across thru 1st dc of 1st inc at other end, (2 dc in next dc, 1 dc in next dc) 3 times, * 3 dc in next (center) dc; repeat from * to *; dc in next st, join to ch-3. **Rad 4:** Ch 3, turn, dc in sl st (start all rnds in this way), * (dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next dc) 4 times (4 incs made around curve), dc in each dc across thru 3d dc before 1st inc at other end, (2 dc in next dc, dc in next 2 dc) 4 times, * 3 dc in next (center) dc; repeat from * to *; dc in next st, join (end all rnds in this way). **Rnds 5, 6 & 7:** Continue as for **Rad 4**, with 4 incs around each side of ends, having 1 more dc between incs in each rnd. **Rnds 8, 9 & 10:** Make 3 incs around each side of ends. **Rad 11:** Start and end as in **Rad 4** but make no incs around sides of ends. **Rnds 12 & 13:** Make 4 incs around each side of ends. **Rad 14:** Make 5 incs around each side of ends (372 dc in this rnd). Fasten off.

Make a row of 7 Flowers (as for APRON) for each end of Mat. Sew center Flower to center dc at one end of CENTER, then sew next flowers to every 17th dc around each side of end. Repeat on other end.

**SIDE SECTION:** With wrong-side-facing, attach 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise to 9th dc from end Flower on one side, ch 3, dc in same dc, dc in each dc across thru 9th dc from 1st Flower at other end. **ROW 2:** Ch 3, turn, dc in 1st dc, dc in each dc across, dc in end ch-3. Repeat **Row 2** 6 times. Fasten off. Repeat from * on other side. With wrong-side-facing, attach 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise to corner of Side Section, ch 11, sc in next Flower, (ch 26, sc in next Flower) 6 times, ch 11, sl st in corner of next Side Section. Fasten off. Repeat from * on other end.

**BORDER:** With wrong-side-facing, attach 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise to center sc at one end, ch 3, * (dc in next 26 ch, dc in next sc) 3 times, dc in next 11 ch, dc in each st across side, dc in next 11 ch, (dc in next sc, dc in next 26 ch) 3 times, * dc in next sc; repeat from * to *; join to ch-3. **Rnds 2, 3 & 4:** Start and end 3 rnds

Continued on Page 15
"Damask Rose Star"

A—DAMASK ROSE STAR—15 inches

DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65,
Size 20: 1 1/3 skeins Turquoise and 1/3 skein White; or,
LILY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161, size 20: 2 balls Turquoise and 1/4 ball White.

No. 12 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

STAR CENTER: Starting in center with Turquoise, ch 2. Rnd 1: 8 sc in 2d ch from hook, join with sl st in back lp of 1st sc. Rnd 2: Ch 3, 2 dc in same st, (3 dc in back lp of next sc) 7 times, join to top of ch-3. Work

Continued on Page 11
"Summer Garlands"

**CENTERPIECE**

**DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65,**
Size 30: 2 skeins Lt. Pink and ½ skein each Rose Pink and Lt. Green; or,

**LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161,** size 30: 3 balls Lt. Pink and 1 ball each Rose Pink and Lt. Green.

No. 13 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

**CENTER:** Starting in center with Lt. Pink, ch 7, join with sl st to form ring. **Rnd 1:** Ch 1, 12 sc in ring, join to 1st sc with sl st. **Rnd 2:** Ch 3, 2 dc in same sc, (ch 2, sk 1 sc, 3 dc in next sc) 5 times, ch 1, join to 1st ch-3

Continued on Page 10
with sl st. Rnd 3: Ch 1, turn, sc in same place, (2 sc in next sp. 2 sc in next dc, 1 sc in next dc, 2 sc in next dc) repeated around; end with 1 sc in same place with 1st sc, join to 1st sc. Rnd 4: Ch 5, turn, tr in same place, (2 tr in next sc, 1 tr in next sc, 2 tr in next sc, 2 ch, sk 2 sc in sp, 2 tr in next sc) repeated around (9 tr in each group); ch 1, join to ch-5. Rnd 5: Ch 1, turn, sc in same place, (2 sc in next sp, 2 sc in 1st tr, sc in each tr across group with 2 sc in end tr) repeated around and se in front lp of each dc make dc in next 4 sc, (eh 12, se in end of each tr) twice, ch 2, sk 2 sc in sp, 2 tr in 1st sc of next group; repeat from * around (6 more tr in each group than in previous tr-rnd; end with ch 1, join to 1st ch-5. Repeat Rnds 6 & 8 eight times and Rnd 5 again (63 tr in each group in final tr-rnd and 65 sc in each group in final sc-rnd).

POINT: ROW 1: Ch 6, turn, * holding back the last lp of each tr on hook make tr in next 2 sc, YO and draw thru all 3 lps on hook (a decrease), tr in next 2 sc made into a dec, tr in each sc across group thru 5th from end, (tr in next 2 sc made into a dec) twice (2 tr decreased at each end of row). Row 2: Ch 1, turn, draw up a lp in 1st 2 decs, YO and draw thru all 3 lps for a Cluster-dec. Fasten off. Sk 2 sc between groups, attach to 1st sc in next group, ch 6 and repeat POINT from * in Row 1. Repeat around (8 POINTS). LARGE FLOWER (Make 6): With Lt. Pink, ch 7, join with al st to form ring. Rnd 1: Ch 1, 10 sc in ring, join to front lp of 1st sc. Rnd 2: (Ch 4, sc in front lp of next st) 10 times. Fasten off. Rnd 3: Attach Rose Pink to back lp of 1 sc in Rnd 1 behind lps, ch 3, 2 dc in same sc, (3 dc in next sc) 9 times, join to 1st ch-3. Rnd 4: * Ch 5, tr in next dc, ch 3, in next dc make dc, tr, ch 3, tr in next dc, ch 5, sc in next 2 dc; repeat from * 4 times. Rnd 5: * In next ch-5 sp make 1 sc, 1 hdc and 3 dc; ch 1, sc in next tr, (ch 1, 4 dc in next sp, ch 1, sc in next st) 4 times, 5 sc in next sp, al st in 2d sc between petals; repeat from * around, join and fasten off.

MED. FLOWER (Make 18): Repeat Lg. Flower thru Rnd 2 in Rose Pink; repeat Rnd 3 in Lt. Pink. Rnd 4: * Ch 1, (2 dc in next dc) twice, ch 1, sc in next dc; repeat from * around (10 petals), join and fasten off.

SMALL FLOWER (Make 24): Repeat Lg. Flower thru Rnd 2 in Rose Pink. Rnd 3: Attach Lt. Pink to back lp of 1 sc in Rnd 1, ch 1, 2 sc in same st, (3 sc in next sc) 9 times, join to 1st sc. Rnd 4: (Ch 5, sc in next sc) 20 times. Fasten off.

LARGE LEAF SPRAY (Make 12): CENTER LEAF: With Lt. Green, ch 20, sc in 2d ch from hook, ch 2, sk 1 ch, dc in next ch, ch 2, sk 1 ch, tr in next ch, (ch 2, sk 1 ch, dc in next ch, ch 2, sk 1 ch, sc in end ch; working on other side of chain, hdc in next ch, dc in next 4 ch, (tr in next ch, 2 tr in next ch) 4 times, dc in next 4 ch, hdc in next ch, in end make hdc, sc, ch 3, and sc; in next ch-1 sp, sc in next dc, (2 sc in next sp, sc in next st) 7 times, 1 sc in next sp, join to next sc, * ch 31, sk 1 ch, sc in next 30 ch, join to leaf and fasten off. SIDE LEAF: Repeat Center Leaf to *; ch 3, sk 1 ch, sc in next 2 ch, join to leaf and fasten off. Make 2 and sew to each side of Center Leaf stem ¾" from end.

SMALL LEAF SPRAY (Make 6): With Lt. Green, ch 16, sc in 2d ch from hook, ch 2, sk 1 ch, dc in next ch, ch 2, sk 1 ch, tr in next ch, (ch 2, sk 1 ch, dtr in next ch) twice, ch 2, sk 1 ch, tr in next ch, ch 2, sk 1 ch, dc in next ch, ch 2, sk 1 ch, sc in end ch; working on other side of chain, hdc in next ch, dc in next 4 ch, (tr in next ch, 2 tr in next ch) twice, dc in next 4 ch, hdc in next ch, in end make hdc, sc, ch 3 and sc; in next ch-1 sp, sc in next dc, (2 sc in next sp, sc in next st) 5 times, 1 sc in next sp, join to next sc, ch 8, sk 1 ch, sc in next 7 ch, sl at in leaf and fasten off. Make 2, place side-by-side and sew ends of stems tog, then sew to back of center of 1 petal on a Lg. Flower.

TO ASSEMBLE: Following illustration, sew a Med. Flower by 3 petals in angle between 2 POINTS, sk 1 petal, sew next 2 petals to 1 Sm. Leaf, sk 1 petal, sew next 2 petals to other Sm. Leaf. Sew 2 Med. Flowers tog by 2 petals on each, then sew next petal on each to 2 center scallops on Lg. Flower petal opposite Leaf Spray. Sew a Lg. Leaf Spray between next 2 petals on Lg. Flower. Repeat on other side. Sew a Sm. Flower to 1 Sm. Leaf, to 1 Side Lg. Leaf and to center of adjoining petal on Lg. Flower. Repeat on other side. Sew other Side Lg. Leaf to 2 petals on adjoining Med. Flower. Repeat on other side. Sew Center Lg. Leaf by ½" to side of tip of adjoining POINT. Repeat on other side. On outside of Lg. Spray, sew a Sm. Flower to Center Leaf (or stem) and to adjoining Side Lg. Leaf. Repeat on other side. Sew Sm. Leaves and Side Lg. Leaves to sides of POINTS. Repeat between all POINTS.

BORDER: Rnd 1: Attach Lt. Pink to 1 POINT, * ch 1, with chain taut, sc in next Lg. Leaf, ch 14, sc in next Sm. Flower, ch 16, sc in tip of next Lg. Leaf, ch 12, sc in 2d free petal on next Med. Flower, ch 4, sc in next petal, ch 13, sc in 2d free petal on next Med. Flower, ch 4, sc in next petal, ch 12, sc in tip of next Lg. Leaf, ch 16, sc in next Sm. Flower, ch 16, sc in center of next Lg. Leaf, ch 12, sc in next POINT. Chains should be taut but not too tight. Adjust length of chains if necessary. Repeat from * around, join. Rnd 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in same st, * 13 sc in next sp, (sc in next sc, 17 sc in next sp) twice, sc in next sc, 13 sc in next sp, sc in next sc, 4 sc in next sp, sc in next sc, 14 sc in next sp, sc in 4 sc in next sp, sc in 13 sc in next sp, sc in 17 sc in next sp, sc in 15 sc in next sp, sc in 11 sc in next sp, sc in sc; repeat from * around and join (1 more sc in each sp than number of sts in chains). If length of chains was
ch. * hdc in next ch, dc in next 7 ch, hdc in next ch, (sc, ch 3, sc) in end ch, repeat from * to * on other side of chain, sc in end ch, ch 19, sl st in dc on one side of center petal of Rose, ch 1, sc in 19 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Make another leaf, ch 3, join to one side of long stem to 9th st from Rose, ch 1, sc in 3 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Make another leaf in same way, joining it on other side of long stem. Make and join a 2d Leaf Spray on other side of center petal. Make a leaf, ch 5, join to center of same petal, ch 1, sc in 9 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Sew center leaf of each Spray to base of p on adjoining points of CENTER and to next 4th dc down points. Sk 9 dc down points, sew tips of side leaves to next dc. Repeat in each section.

**BORDER: **Attach Turquoise to tip of one point, * ch 5, sc in 5th st on next leaf, ch 15, sc in tip of next leaf, (ch 25, sc in tip of next leaf) twice, ch 15, sc in 5th st from end of next leaf, ch 5, sc in tip of point; repeat from * around, join. **Rnd 2:** Ch 3, (dc in next 2 ch) made into a Cluster-dec, dc in each ch and sc around with a 5-dc Cluster-dec in angles between scallops. End with a 2-dc dec, join to 1st dec. **Rnd 3:** Ch 3, (dc in next 2 dc) made into a dec, dc in each dc around with a 5-dc dec in angles. End as in last rnd. **Rnd 4:** Repeat Rnd 3 but make 5 incs evenly spaced around each scallop (to inc, make 2 dc in 1 dc). Repeat Rnd 4 twice. **Rnd 7:** (Ch 4, sk 2 dc, sc in next dc) repeated around with a 2-sc dec in angles. Join and fasten off.

Stretch and pin doily right-side-down in a true circle. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

**TRIPLET DOILIES, Cont'd.**

(Continued From Page 8)

**A—DAMASK ROSE STAR**

all following rnds in both lps. **Rnd 3:** Ch 5, dc in same st, (dc in next 2 dc, in next dc make dc, ch 2, dc) repeated around; join to 3d st of ch-5 (4 dc in each group). **Rnd 4:** Sl st in next ch-2 sp, ch 5, dc in same sp, (dc in each dc across next section, in next sp make dc, ch 2, dc) repeated around; join to 3d st of ch-5 (2 more dc in each section than in last rnd). Repeat Rnd 4 three times. **Rnd 5:** Sl st in next sp, ch 3, (dc, ch 2, 2 dc) in same sp, * dc in next 5 dc, holding back the last lp of each dc on hook make dc in next 2 dc, Y O and draw thru all 3 lps on hook (Cluster-decrease), dc in next 5 dc, (2 dc, ch 2, 2 dc) in next sp; repeat from * around; join to top of ch-3. **Rnd 9:** Sl st in next sp, ch 3, (dc, ch 2, 2 dc) in same sp, * dc in next 5 dc, (dc in next 2 dc) made into a Cluster-dec, dc in next (center) dc, (dc in next 2 dc) made into a dec, dc in next 5 dc, (2 dc, ch 2, 2 dc) in next sp; repeat from * around; join to ch-3. Repeat Rnd 9 but with 1 more dc on each side of center decs in each section in each rnd, thru 3 more rnds. **Rnd 13:** Continue but with 3 dc, ch 3, 3 dc in points. **Rnd 14:** In points make 3 dc, ch 4, 3 dc. **Rnd 15:** In points make 3 dc, ch 5, 3 dc. **Rnd 16:** In points make 4 dc, ch 5, 4 dc. Repeat Rnd 16 four times. **Rnd 21:** Make 4 decs separated by 1 dc in center of each section. **Rnd 22:** Repeat last rnd but at points make 5 dc, ch 3, sl st in last dc for a p, and 5 dc. Join and fasten off.

**ROSE:** With White, ch 7, dc in 7th ch from hook, (ch 3, dc in same st) 4 times, ch 3, join to 3d st of ch-6. **Rnd 2:** (Ch 1, 4 dc in next sp, ch 1, sc in next dc) 6 times. **Rnd 3:** (Ch 4 behind petal, sc in back lp of sc between next 2 petals) 6 times. **Rnd 4:** (Ch 1, 7 dc in next lp, ch 1, sc in next dc) 6 times. **Rnd 5:** (Ch 6 behind petal, sc in back lp of sc between next 2 petals) 6 times. **Rnd 6:** (Ch 1, 1 dc, 7 tr and 1 dc in next lp, ch 1, sc in next dc) 6 times. Fasten off. Make 8. Sew one by 3 petals to center of each section.

**LEAF SPRAY:** With White, ch 12, sk 1 ch, sc in next ch, * hdc in next ch, dc in next 7 ch, hdc in next ch, (sc, ch 3, sc) in end ch, repeat from * to * on other side of chain, sc in end ch, ch 19, sl st in dc on one side of center petal of Rose, ch 1, sc in 19 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Make another leaf, ch 3, join to one side of long stem to 9th st from Rose, ch 1, sc in 3 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Make another leaf in same way, joining it on other side of long stem. Make and join a 2d Leaf Spray on other side of center petal. Make a leaf, ch 5, join to center of same petal, ch 1, sc in 9 ch, sl st in leaf, fasten off. Sew center leaf of each Spray to base of p on adjoining points of CENTER and to next 4th dc down points. Sk 9 dc down points, sew tips of side leaves to next dc. Repeat in each section.

**B—DAISY STAR—13½ inches**

**DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65, SIZE 20: 1 skein Salmon Rose and 1/3 skein White; or, LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161, size 20: 2 balls Beauty Rose and 1 ball White.

No. 12 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

With Sal. Rose, repeat STAR CENTER of A—DAMASK ROSE STAR DOILY thru Rnd 16, then repeat Rnd 22.

**DAISY:** With White, ch 7, join with sl st to form ring. **Rnd 1:** Ch 1, 10 sc in ring, join to 1st sc. **Rnd 2:** * Ch 5, holding back the last lp of each tr on hook make 3 tr in next sc, Y O and draw thru all 4 lps on hook (Cluster), ch 4, sl st in Cluster for a p, ch 5, sl st in next sc; repeat from * twice; ch 5, 3-tr Cluster in next sc, ch 2, mark center dc of one section of CENTER, sl st in 5th dc to right of mark, ch 2, sl st in Cluster, ch 5, sl st in next sc, ch 5, 3-tr Cluster in next sc, ch 2, sl st in 5th dc to right of mark, ch 2, sl st in Cluster, ch 5, sl st in next sc, fasten off. Repeat around CENTER (8 daisies).

Working from left-to-right around dolly, make 3 petals

Continued on Page 14
"Frosted Flowers"

**CHAIR SET**

**LILY FROST-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON,** ART. 49: 2 cones White; or,

**LILY SKY-TONE MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON,**  ART. 123, 5 balls White.

No. 10 Steel Crochet Hook.

Work tightly for best results.

**FLOWER:** (3") : Starting in center, ch 2, 6 sc in 2d ch from hook, join with sl st in back lp of 1st sc. **Rnd 2:** Ch 1, 2 sc in same sc, (2 sc in back lp of next sc) 5 times, join to back lp of 1st sc. **Rnd 3:** Ch 4, 4 dc in same sc, remove hook, insert it back in top of ch-4, catch lp and draw thru (popcorn st), (ch 3, a 5-dc pc st in back lp of next sc) 11 times, ch 3, join to 1st pc st. **Rnd 4:** Ch 1,
of motifs, sew motifs for half of pattern, reverse diagram and make other half.

**CENTER:** Make 11” chain. **Row 1:** Sk 4 ch, dc in next 2 ch made into a Cluster, (ch 1, dc in next 2 ch made into a Cluster) repeated for ¾” less than distance across center opening. Dc in next ch, cut and rip excess chain. **Row 2:** Ch 1, turn, sc in 1st dc, (sc in next Cluster, sc in next ch-1 sp) repeated across; end with sc in end Cluster, sc in end ch. **Row 3:** Ch 3, turn, dc in 1st 2 sc made into a Cluster, (ch 1, dc in next 2 sc made into a Cluster) repeated across, dc in end sc. Repeat Rows 2 & 3 for required depth, ending with Row 2. Work sc around next 3 sides, with 3 sc in corners; join and fasten off. Sew Motifs to CENTER.

**BORDER:** Attach to top left corner of CENTER, * ch 8, sc in 1st leaf on next CORNER SPRAY, ch 8, sc in next leaf, ch 18, (dc, ch 5, dc) in next (corner) leaf, ch 18, sc in next leaf, ch 8, sc in next leaf, ch 8, sc in next flower petal, ch 18, sc in next petal; ** ch 4, sc in next leaf, ch 18, sc in next leaf, ch 4, sc in next flower petal, ch 18, sc in next petal. * repeat from * to *; then from ** to *, and from * to * again; repeat from * to * and from * to * again; repeat from * to * and from * to * again. ** ch 4, sc in next leaf, twice, ch 18, (dc, ch 5, dc) in next (corner) leaf, ch 18, sc in next leaf, ch 8, sc in next leaf, ch 8, sc in next corner of CENTER. ** Row 2:** Ch 1, sc in same st, sc in each st across CENTER, in each st around pattern, putting 3 sc in 3d (center) st of ch-5 at 4 corners. Join and fasten off. **Row 3:** Turn, sk to top of pattern band, attach to center sc of 3 sc at corner, ch 3 and working down side, dc in next 3 ch made into a Cluster, (ch 1, dc in next 2 ch made into a Cluster) repeated to next corner, (ch 1, 2-dc Cluster) 3 times in center sc at corner; repeat from * once and from * to ** again; dc in center sc at corner. ** Row 4:** Ch 1, turn, sc in 1st dc, (sc, ch 3, sc) in next ch-1 sp, sc in next ch-1 sp; repeat from * around; across top edge make sc in 1 sc, (sk 1 sc, in next sc make sc, ch 3, sc; sk 1 sc, in next sc) repeated across; join and fasten off.

**ARM REST DOILIES** (make 2): Make 3 Flowers and 4 Leaf Sprays for each dolly. Sew tog as in diagram.

**END LEAF:** Ch 15, make a leaf, in 9-ch stem. Fasten off. Make 4. Sew 2 at each end at corners.

**BORDER:** Attach to right-hand leaf at one end, ch 8, dc in same place, ch 15, sc in end flower petal, ch 15, (dc, ch 5, dc) in next corner leaf, ch 12, sc in next petal, ch 18, (dc, ch 5, dc) in next petal, ch 18, sc in next leaf, ch 18, sc in next petal; ** ch 4, sc in next leaf, ch 4, sc in next petal) twice, ch 18, sc in next petal, ch 12, * (dc, ch 5, dc) in corner leaf; repeat from * to *; join to 3d st of ch-8. ** Row 2:** Ch 1, sc in same st, sc in next 2 ch, * ch 3, sk 1 ch, sc in next (corner) st, sc in each st to next corner; repeat from * around; join, sk to center sc at corner. ** Row 3:** Ch 3, turn, dc in same st, ch 18, 2-dc Cluster in same st with lst 2 Clusters, ch 1, join to lst dc. ** Row 4:** Ch 1, turn, sc in same st, (sc in next ch-1 sp, sc in next Cluster) repeated around with (ch 1, 2-dc Cluster) 3 times in center sc at corners; end with ch 1, 2-dc Cluster in same st with lst 2 Clusters, ch 1, join to lst dc. ** Row 5:** Ch 1, turn, 2 sc in same st, (sc in next ch-1 sp, sc in next Cluster) repeated around, with 3 sc in center Cluster at corners; end with 1 sc in same st with lst 2 sc, join to lst sc. ** Row 6 & 7:** Repeat ** Rows 4 & 5. ** Row 8:** Repeat ** Rows 4 except make 5 sc in center Cluster at 2 lower corners. Repeat ** Rows 5, 8 & 5. ** Row 12:** Ch 1, turn, sc in 1st dc, (sc, ch 3, sc) in next ch-1 sp, sc in next ch-1 sp; repeat from * around; across top edge make sc in 1 sc, (sk 1 sc, in next sc make sc, ch 3, sc; sk 1 sc, in next sc) repeated across; join and fasten off.

**Stretch and pin doilies right-side-down in true shape. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.**
**TRIPLET DOILIES  Cont'd.**

(Continued From Page 11)

**6—DAISY STAR**

on another daisy, join 4th petal to right side petal of one daisy, join 5th petal to 3d dc to left of p on next point on CENTER. Make 2 petals on another daisy, join 3d petal to side petal on last daisy, join 4th petal to 3d dc to right of p on same point on CENTER, join 5th petal to left side petal on next daisy. Make 2 petals on another daisy, join 3d petal to top petal of 1st of 2 last daisies, join 4th petal to joining of same last 2 daisies, join 5th petal to top petal of last daisy. Repeat these 3 daisies above each point around doily (32 daisies total).

**BORDER:** Attach Sal. Rose to top petal of center daisy between points, * ch 12, sc in top petal of next daisy, ch 20, sc in 1st top petal of next daisy, ch 12, sc in next petal, ch 20, sc in next daisy, ch 12, sc in next daisy; repeat from * around; join. **Rnd 2:** Ch 3, (dc in next 2 ch) made into a Cluster-dec, * dc in next 10 ch, dc in sc, dc in next 20 ch, dc in sc, (dc in next 2 ch, dc in next ch) 3 times, (3 incs, dc in next 3 ch, dc in sc, dc in next 20 ch, dc in sc, dc in next 10 ch, dc in next 2 ch, dc in sc, dc in 1st 2 ch of next sp) made into a 5-dc Cluster-dec; repeat from * around; end with 2-dc dec, join to 1st dec. **Rnd 3:** Ch 3, (dc in next 2 ch) made into a dec, dc in each dc around with a 5-dc dec in angles between points and with 3 incs around center sp of each point. End as in last rnd. **Rnd 4:** Repeat last rnd but with 4 incs around each point. **Rnd 5:** Make 5 incs around each point and a 3-dc dec in each angle. **Rnd 6:** Repeat last rnd but with 6 incs around each point. **Rnd 7:** Sc in next dc, * (ch 7, sk 3 dc, sc in next dc) repeated around to next angle, sk dec, sc in next dc; repeat from * around, join and fasten off.

Stretch and pin dolly right-side-down in a true circle, pinning down each ch-7 lp. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

**LARGE FLOWER:** With White, ch 7, join with al st to form ring. **Rnd 1:** Ch 1, 10 sc in ring, join to lst sc. **Rnd 2:** * Ch 5, 3 tr in back lp of next sc, ch 4, sl st in last tr for a p, 3 tr in same sc, ch 5, al st in both lps of next sc; repeat from * twice; mark center dc of one section of CENTER; make half of 4th petal, ch 2, sl st in 7th dc to left of marked dc, ch 2, sl st in last tr, complete petal and join 5th petal in same way to 7th dc to right of marked dc, complete petal and fasten off. Repeat in each section.

**PHLOX:** With White, ch 7, join to form ring. **Rnd 1:** Ch 3, dc in ring, (ch 2, a 2-dc Cluster in ring) 7 times, ch 2, join to 1st dc. **Rnd 2:** (In next sp make sc, ch 1, 3 hdc, ch 1, sc) 7 times, (sc, ch 1, 2 hdc) in next sp, join to p at tip of one point of CENTER, (1 hdc, ch 1, sc) in hal. of sp, join and fasten off. Working around dolly from left-to-right, * make another Phlox thru 3 petals of Rnd 2; join 5th petal to 1st petal of last Phlox, join next petal to 4th dc down right side of point on CENTER, join next petal to next 5th dc down point, make 7th petal, join 8th petal to left side petal of next Lg. Flower. Complete and fasten off. Join 6th petal on another Phlox to 1st petal of last Phlox, make 7th petal, join 8th petal to p on top petal of same Lg. Flower. Join 7th petal on another Phlox to 1st petal of last Phlox, make 7th petal, join 8th petal to p on last Lg. Flower. Join 4th petal on another Phlox to 2d petal on last Phlox, join next petal to side petal of same Lg. Flower, make 6th petal, join 7th petal to 9th dc down left side of next point on CENTER, sk 4 dc, join 8th petal to next dc. Join 7th petal on another Phlox to 1st petal on last Phlox, join 8th petal to p at tip of point. Repeat from * around, joining 1st and last Phlox (40 Phlox).

**BORDER:** Attach Yellow with sc in center petal of Phlox above one CENTER point, * ch 13, dc in 2 petals on next Phlox, ch 13, sc in 3d petal on next Phlox, ch 18, sc in 2d petal on next Phlox, ch 13, dc in 2 petals on next Phlox, ch 13, sc in 3d (center) petal on next Phlox; repeat from * around; join to 1st dc. **Rnd 2:** Ch 5, dc in same sc, * 12 dc in next sp, (dc in same sp, dc between next 2 dc, dc in next sp) made into a 3-dc Cluster-dec, 12 dc in same sp, dc in next sc, (9 dc, ch 2, 9 dc) in next sp, dc in next sc, 12 dc in next sp, (dc in same sp, dc between next 2 dc, dc in next sp) made into a 3-dc Cluster-dec, 12 dc in same sp, (dc, ch 2, dc) in next dc; repeat from * around; join to 3d st of ch-8. **Rnd 3:** Sl st in next ch-2 sp, ch 5, dc in same sp, * dc in each dc thru 3d dc from dec in next angle, (dc in next dc, dc in Cluster-dec, dc in next dc) made into a Cluster-dec dc in each dc up to next point, (dc, ch 2, dc) in sp at point; repeat from * around; join to 3d st of ch-5. **Rnd 4:** Sl st in next sp, ch 3, (dc, ch 3, 2 dc) in same sp, work as for last rnd but with 2 dc, ch 3, 2 dc in sp at each point. **Rnd 5:** Sl st to next sp and repeat last rnd but with a 5-dc Cluster-dec in each angle. **Rnd 6:** Sl st to next sp, ch 3, (2 dc, ch-4 p, 3 dc) in same sp, work around with a 3-dc Cluster-dec in each angle and with 3 dc, p, 3 dc in sp at points; join and fasten off.

Stretch and pin dolly right-side-down in a true circle. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

"**Phlox Star**"

**C—PHLOX STAR—13 inches**

**DAISY MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 65,** Size 20: 1 skein Yellow and 1/3 skein White; or,

**LILY MERCROCHET MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON, ART. 161,** size 20, 1 1/2 balls Yellow and 1 1/2 ball White.

No. 12 Steel Crochet Hook.
Work tightly for best results.
With Yellow, repeat STAR CENTER of A—DAMASK ROSE STAR DOILY thru Rnd 18, then repeat Rnd 22.
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as in Rnd 4 of CENTER, with 4 incs around each side of ends. Fasten off. EDGE: Attach 2 strands White to center dc at 1 end, ch 1, sc in same dc, (sc in next 6 dc, ch 4, sl st in last sc for a p) repeated around; join to 1st sc, a p and fasten off.

Stretch and pin Mat right-side-down in a true oval. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

C—ROUND POT HOLDER (6¾"):
Starting in center with 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise, ch 2. Rnd 1: 6 sc in 2 dc from hook, join to back lp of 1st sc. Rnd 2: Ch 3, 2 dc in same sc, (3 dc in back lp of next sc) 5 times, join. Rnd 3: Ch 3, dc in same st, working all rnds in back lps only, (2 dc in next dc) repeated around; join (36 dc). Rnd 4: Ch 3, 2 dc in next dc, (1 dc in next dc, 2 dc in next dc) repeated around; join (64 dc). Rnd 5: Ch 3, dc in next dc, 2 dc in next dc, (dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next dc) repeated around; join (72 dc). Rnds 6 thru 14: Continue as in Rnd 5, having 18 incs in each rnd, with 1 more dc between incs in each rnd (234 dc in final rnd). Rnd 15: Ch 3, dc in each dc around; join and fasten off. EDGE: Attach 2 strands White to 1 dc, ch 1, sc in same dc, (sc in next 6 dc, ch 4, sl st in last sc for a p) repeated around; join to 1st sc, a p, fasten off.

Make and join 8 Flowers (as for APRON) into a circle.

Sew on Holder. Sew a ¾" plastic ring to edge above 1 Flower. Pad back of Holder with 2 circles of outing flannel, then line with muslin. Stretch and pin Holder right-side-down in a true circle. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

D—SQUARE POT HOLDER (6"):

Starting in center with 1 strand each Blue and Turquoise, ch 2. Rnd 1: 8 sc in 2 dc from hook, join to 1st sc. Rnd 2: Ch 3, 2 dc in sl st, (dc in next dc, 5 dc in next dc) 3 times, dc in next dc, 2 dc in same st with 1st 2 dc, join to ch-3. Rnd 3: Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in sl st, * dc in each dc across side (4 more dc than last rnd), 5 dc in center dc at corner; repeat from * around; end with 2 dc in same st with 1st 2 dc, join to ch-3. Rnds 4 & 5: Repeat Rnd 3 twice. Rnd 6: Ch 3, turn, 3 dc in sl st, dc in each dc around with 7 dc in center dc at corners; end with 3 dc in same st with 1st 3 dc, join to ch-3. Rnd 7: Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in sl st, dc in each dc around with 5 dc in center dc at corners; end with 2 dc in 1st corner, join. Repeat Rnds 6 & 7 three times and Rnd 6 again (thru Rnd 14). Fasten off. EDGE: Attach 2 strands White to center dc at 1 corner, ch 1, sc in same st, * ch 4, sl st in sc for a p, sc in same dc, (sc in next 6 dc, a p) 10 times, sc to center dc at corner; repeat from * around; join and fasten off.

Sew a ¾" plastic ring to one corner. Make 5 Flowers (as for APRON). Sew one on each corner and in center. Pad back with 2 squares of outing flannel, then line with muslin. Stretch and pin Holder right-side-down in a true square. Steam and press dry thru a cloth.

CROCHET ABBREVIATIONS

Chain—ch
Slip Stitch—sl st
Single Crochet—sc
Half Double Crochet—hdc
Double Crochet—dc
Treble—tr
Double Treble—dtr
Triple Treble—tr tr

Block—bl
Space—sp
Loop—lp
Skip—sk
Stitch(es)—st (s)
Picot—p
Picot-Loop—p-loop
Increase—in
Decrease—dec
Design Book No. 81

CUTWORK CROCHET